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ABOUT US

INSIDE gathers informaion, at a naional and internaional level, that is useful to companies for risk management, in 

compliance with regulaions, professional ethics and corporate governance standards. The informaion is used to assess 

the economic, inancial and reputaional risks of organisaions and individuals with whom the company may establish 

business relaions.

This series of informaion allows strategies and techniques to be prepared to counteract the dangers inherent in various 

market sectors (pharmaceuicals, automobiles, insurance, inance, government...), which can afect small businesses as 

well as larger companies. 

Reports can also be prepared on poliically exposed persons (PEPs), who hold or have previously held public oice, and 

are therefore more exposed to the risk of commiing certain crimes, such as corrupion, bribery or money laundering.

INSIDE helps organisaions to know their business partners, guiding their acivity towards more informed decisions, 

through a range of services that ensure regulatory compliance and fulilment of legal and audiing requirements 

(regulaions of the Foreign Corrupt Pracices Act - FCPA, the UK Bribery Act, Ani-Money Laundering – AML controls, the 

USA PARTRIOT Act and Countering the Financing of Terrorism – CFT controls); the research conducted - which can cover 

all market sectors and any organisaion, regardless of its size - provides a thorough check on potenial business relaions, 

highlighing any risks of corrupion arising from a geopoliical analysis of the case. 

The reports provide all informaion on a company and its directors, aciviies, history, administraion, conflicts of interest, 

inancial liabiliies, legal and judicial afairs (compliance risk), and reputaional risk. They also include veriicaion of 

statements by the administrators, compliance with ani-money laundering (AML) rules, ani-corrupion controls, FCPA 

and UKBA rules, sancions against Iran, and Internaional and US due diligence procedures.

INSIDE reports are generally recommended for veriicaion of inancial crimes, but are not limited to this: the research 

by INSIDE provides a valid soluion in situaions of geopoliical risk (high-risk countries) regarding a transacion or 

an individual involved in it, for supply chain and due diligence checks, before major investments such as mergers or 

acquisiions, and for an integrated compliance programme.

INSIDE conducts the invesigaions itself, thereby maintaining a high level of quality and eiciency, with access to a large 

number of operators located across ive coninents and speaking over 60 internaional languages; it also uses naive 

speaker professionals, who can grasp language nuances that are oten incomprehensible to those outside of a paricular 

culture. The informaion and “open source” data collected is abundant and of high quality, as the various sources used 

are constantly updated with foreign oicial informaion.
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In the current business scenario, characterised by serious misconduct such as corrupion, money laundering and fraud, 

it is essenial for companies to subject their suppliers and business partners to greater scruiny, not only for reasons of 

reputaion, but also in consideraion of the potenial economic damage they may incur.

Therefore, to enable its customers to “cerify” their suppliers, INSIDE ofers global screening services: it collects and 

veriies all useful and relevant informaion about third paries and assesses the main risks, using the latest technology, 

which can integrate data collected in the due diligence process, and creaing points of contact between the Client’s 

internal staf and that of INSIDE.

This is all done in the strictest compliance with ani-corrupion regulaions and those of the various industrial sectors, 

of which the professionals involved in the research acivity have expert knowledge.

This service allows prompt access to all the main legal informaion on foreign companies and also provides a 

comprehensive overview of their economic, inancial and administraive situaion.

It is provided in English, with Italian provided on request, and is available worldwide. Algorithms and proven evaluaion 

systems are applied to determine the risk level of the company examined, together with a maximum recommended 

credit limit.

The informaion in the foreign report is obtained through cross-consultaion of oicial public databases in foreign 

countries.

The service is provided in oline mode throughout the world, with a speciic quotaion depending on the country 

concerned.

With regard to the advantages obtained, it allows informaion to be gathered on foreign companies that is otherwise 

diicult to obtain, together with risk and solvency indicators.

Credit Risk Check

COMPLETION TIME

Normal 12 days Urgent 5 days Flash 3 days
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INSIDE’s intelligence acivity is capable of detecing risks in business and interpersonal relaionships at a global 

level, and possible risks regarding business dealings due to past events with which those concerned are associated; 

the data collected is used to compose highly detailed proiles.

Due diligence control provides organisaions with a safeguard against reputaional and inancial damage. It allows 

background checks to be made on individuals or eniies worldwide to provide companies with greater knowledge of 

their business partners, thanks to specialists based around the world who speak more than 60 languages (including 

naive speakers, familiar with linguisic nuances that are oten impercepible to those outside the culture of a given 

country).

The focus is varied: checks on corrupion or money laundering, preliminary veriicaions for transacions such 

as mergers, acquisiions or joint ventures, checks on supply chains, due diligence checks on agents, consultants, 

distributors and immigrant investors (tax residence applicaions), on individuals connected with high-risk countries, 

on high-net-worth-individuals...

The invesigaions cover more than 240 countries, with hundreds of agents acive 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

The research also covers individuals or eniies included in all lists of groups subject to sancions, watchlists, and 

lists of supervisory authoriies and law enforcement agencies regarding maters of inancial crimes, terrorism and 

organised crime in general.

Cases oten arise of people already involved in criminal proceedings but not yet convicted, and the reputaional 

damage that may result can be even more harmful than any inancial sancions imposed on them as a result of 

breach of compliance obligaions.

The research aciviies also meet the due diligence requirements of the KYC (Know Your Customer), AML (Ani 

Money Laundering), CFT (Countering the Financing of Terrorism) and PEP (Poliically Exposed Persons) procedures.

The informaion collected and contained in the dossier, which is coninuously updated and subject to quality control, 

is of public origin:

• global media (over 100,000 sources);

• data from local and internaional public records;

• speciic sources for each country and industry;

• data sources in foreign languages;

• data stored in our databases;

• global compliance informaion sources;

• informaion that is publicly available but diicult to ind;

• negaive reports from internaional media;

• around 400 lists of groups and individuals subject to sancions, watchlists and lists compiled by supervisory 

authoriies and law enforcement agencies (INSIDE invesigaions oten idenify persons at high risk even 

before they appear in the oicial lists).

Due Diligence Invesigaion Dossier
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TEMPI DI EVASIONE

15/20 gg.

The data is analysed in detail, separated and matched together (oten a huge amount of data has to be processed) 

through advanced screening procedures and accurate search processes, and subjected to strict quality controls. This 

allows compliance processes to be simpliied, saving costs in terms of ime spent resolving diiculies, and thereby 

acceleraing the pace of operaions.

Some funcions are provided that allow speciic informaion to be obtained for AML and CFT screening aciviies:

• penalies in real ime: this is a soluion for compliance with payment procedures; it allows bodies that 

carry out checks on ime-sensiive cash transfers to obtain updated informaion on penalies;

• Iran Economic Interest (IEI): this allows companies to track customers, employees and business partners 

in general, in order to detect the risk of breaches of trade sancions against Iran;

• Country-check intelligence: this provides global informaion on economic, poliical and criminal aspects 

in support of AML due diligence aciviies;

• IHS mariime vessel data: reveals the idenity, ownership structure (current and historical) and locaion 

of vessels and details on all sea-going, self-propelled merchant ships of 100 GT and above;

• US SAM (System for Award Management): provides informaion on organisaions that are either 

restricted or prohibited from doing business with the US government. 

The dossier provides a complete risk overview: informaion on organisaions, their properies, directors, links with 

poliics and organised crime, and conflicts of interest. 

It is drated in English within a short ime period (10 to 15 days) and at a limited cost (since INSIDE is personally 

involved in its preparaion). 

The service is provided in tabular format: the tables facilitate understanding of the informaion and assessment of 

the risks involved; the links through which the data was collected are also given to allow veriicaion. 

As a conclusion, a summary sheet and business intelligence secion can be provided. 

The methods used are geared towards total discreion: the individuals covered by the research are not aware of the 

ongoing invesigaions.

The more speciic reports include:

• ani-money laundering (AML) compliance;

• veriicaion of statements by administrators;

• ani-corrupion checks and veriicaion of compliance with the ani-corrupion laws in the USA (FCPA) 

and the UK (UKBA);

• sancions against Iran;

• Internaional and American due diligence. 
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